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Quantum computing systems are developing rapidly as powerful solvers for a
variety of real-world calculations. Traditionally, many of these same applications
are solved using conventional high-performance computing (HPC) systems, which
have progressed sharply through decades of hardware and software improvements.
Here, we present a perspective on the motivations and challenges of pairing
quantum computing systems with modern HPC infrastructure. We outline
considerations and requirements for the use cases, macroarchitecture,
microarchitecture, and programming models needed to integrate near-term
quantum computers with HPC system, and we conclude with the expectation that
such efforts are well within reach of current technology.

High-performance computing (HPC) systems
define the pinnacle of modern computing by
drawing on massively parallel processing.

This leading paradigm for HPC often relies on special-
ized accelerators and highly tuned networks to opti-
mize data movement and application performance,
whereby many computational nodes are connected by
high-bandwidth networks to support shared informa-
tion processing tasks. Existing computational nodes
also support highly concurrent execution with multi-
threaded processing, and technology trends indicate
that future node designs will integrate heterogeneous
processing paradigms that include conventional cen-
tral processing units (CPUs), graphics processing units
(GPUs), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and
other specialized processors.1 The components of
these future computational nodes must be tightly
integrated to balance data movement with processing

power and workload in order to optimize overall sys-
tem performance.

By comparison, quantum computers (QCs) repre-
sent a young yet remarkable advance in the science and
technology of computation that are often cited as rivals
or successors to state-of-the-art conventional high-per-
formance computing (HPC) systems. The source of this
proposed advantage of QCs derives from quantum
information processing in which information is encoded
in the quantum state of physical systems such as atoms,
electrons, and photons.2 These quantum physical sys-
tems present the unique features of quantum coher-
ence and quantum entanglement that permit quantum
computing to reduce exponentially the computational
time and memory needed to solve many problems from
chemistry, materials science, finance, and cryptanalysis
among other application domains. The advantage
afforded to quantum computing is therefore aptly
named the “quantum computational advantage,” and
there is now a fervent effort to realize quantum comput-
ing systems that demonstrate this advantage. Notably,
recent efforts have focused on besting the world’s lead-
ing HPC systems to great effect.3,4,5

Many of themost promising applications of quantum
computing overlap strongly with existing applications
of HPC,6 which begs the question of how QCs may be
integrated with modern HPC to accelerate these
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computations. Integrating QC into existing HPC infra-
structure prioritizes the use of QCs to address existing
computing challenges while leveraging the plethora of
existing HPC tools, systems, and workflows for these
application contexts. In particular, QCs may be viewed
as computational accelerators that integrate into exist-
ing HPC systems akin to the current design of leading
HPCs using combinations of CPUs andGPUs.

The migration of QCs toward integrated HPC will
require many advances in micro- and macro-architec-
ture that address concerns in the difference in infra-
structure and performance.7 For example, quantum
processing units (QPUs) represent an early vision of
components that may integrate as accelerators for
computational nodes. However, existing QC prototypes
are based on loosely integrated client–server interac-
tions that lack the sophistication or technological
maturity to be used as accelerators.8 In addition,
communication between multiple QPUs lacks the
networking protocols needed to support concurrent
processing models. This includes both conventional
as well as quantum networking. Although existing
networking architecture may be leveraged for this
purpose, there are outstanding questions about the
balance between performance and workload that
drive the development of prototype systems.

Here we examine how much of the underlying infra-
structure for HPC will benefit future QC systems includ-
ing data management, process scheduling, control,
networking, and user management. We discuss the pos-
sibilities and requirements for combining QCswith HPC,
based on an assumption of close physical proximity
between the QC and HPC systems. We consider the
possibility for integratingQCs both through cloud-based
access and tight integration. We account for acceptable
latency in different use-cases and address technical
approaches for how these requirements can bemet.

APPLICATIONS OF QUANTUM
COMPUTING

There is a wide range of promising application use cases
for QC, andmany of these overlap with the existing uses
of HPC. The utilizations include the simulation of high-
dimensional physical models, the design, verification,
and validation of complex logical systems, and infer-
ence, pattern matching, and search over large datasets.
Underlying these use cases are algorithms that take
advantage of the logic from both conventional comput-
ing and quantum computing, and we defer those details
to other reviews.6 Instead, we highlight several issues
that arise when considering themicro- andmacro-archi-
tectures of these hybrid computing models, including
characteristics of the quantum devices that support
these calculations and how those devices may interface
with conventional HPC nodes.

We will coarsely classify applications of quantum
computing in terms of the expected clock-speed of the
QPU, the acceptable communication and control
latency within the accelerated node, and the amount
of data typically transmitted. We will term these use
cases as 1) in-sequence processing, 2) single-circuit
applications, and 3) ensemble circuit applications. A
graphical representation of this classification is shown
in Figure 1, and we include a detailed description below.

In-Sequence Processing
This grouping represents applications, which demon-
strate a need for low-latency communication and con-
trol decisions for successful execution of a quantum
program. The selection includes applications of quan-
tum computing that require individual outcomes cal-
culated by the QPU to be transmitted and processed
during the remaining run time of the quantum compu-
tation. Two prominent examples are the operation of
quantum error correction (QEC) and, more generally,
the conditional preparation of quantum states based
on intermediate measurements. For some existing
applications of QEC, it is necessary to process

FIGURE 1. Applications of quantum computing categorized

by typical execution times. Low-latency, in-sequence proc-

essing applications (blue) include quantum error correction

and probabilistic state initialization methods that control

decisions on nanosecond timescale. Single-circuit applica-

tions (green) only return at the end of computation on sec-

ond timescales. Ensemble-circuit applications (orange), such

as application benchmarking or device verification and vali-

dation of quantum devices, may take up to hours or more of

computational time.
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intermediate information, i.e., syndrome measure-
ments to identify the error syndrome that arises dur-
ing an encoded computation. The resulting syndrome
analysis then leads to new control signals that modi-
fies, i.e., “corrects,” the remaining quantum operations.
In a similar way, the quantum register within the QPU
may be reinitialized during run time as a result of a
previous measurement outcome, e.g., for efficient
quantum state preparation. Conditional state prepara-
tion processes issue new instructions and pulses to
modify the execution sequence. A similar paradigm
also applies to measurement-based quantum comput-
ing, which is of particular interest in blind quantum
computing for future high-security applications.

For example, consider a hypothetical QPU with a
few 1,000 encoded qubits that support error correc-
tion. Each of these encoded qubits shall consist of 100
physical qubits, where 25 ancilla measurements each
characterize the errors in a single encoded qubit. The
control and preparation of these encoded qubits must
occur faster than the typical decoherence timescale
that characterizes the QPU technology. The target
feedback time may be 10 ns for superconducting tech-
nologies and 10 ms for trapped-ion technologies. The
QPU must evaluate and transfer the peak rates of
10 Tbps and 10 Gbps, respectively, with latencies of a
few nanoseconds or microseconds.

These requirements may be met, in principle, using
existing technologies. For example, the communica-
tion buses that connect existing GPUs with each other
and with CPU main memory can support up to about
50 Gbps per lane. Similarly, state-of-the-art Ethernet
transport may meet the requirements cited for
trapped ions. While these examples may meet the
data transfer and latency requirements, existing tech-
nologies may not be directly suitable for quantum
computing environments. In particular, the QPUs may
be installed in cryogenic environments with demand-
ing heating restrictions to prevent additional noise.
Indeed, these examples suggest that the in-sequence
processing requirements will only be realistic for on-
premise installation of a QC within an HPC node.

Single-Circuit Applications
This grouping represents the many current use-cases
for quantumcomputing that are based on single-circuit
evaluations. This group includes domain applications,
e.g., analog quantum simulations, variational methods
for chemistry, materials science, and high-energy phys-
ics simulations, optimization and combinatorial prob-
lems, as well as many others. The notable features of
these single-circuit applications is that the underlying
quantum program is static during execution, does not

change its state based on intermediate measurement
outcomes, and completes circuit execution before
returning results. In general, such programs may be
executed repeatedly to generate a distribution of
measurements and a resulting statistical characteriza-
tion, but such choices do not change the requirements
placed on the control of the QPU.

In addition, many single-circuit application may
iteratively modify the circuit or parameters. Key exam-
ples include variational and adaptive methods. Individ-
ual results are only dependent on a single execution
instance and independent execution of these multiple
circuits instances is possible, i.e., an example of hybrid
parallelism. Consequently, the single-circuit applica-
tion use case is well aligned with higher latency com-
munication between the host node managing task
delegation and the QPU performing that task.

As a specific example, current cloud-based models
of quantum computing rely on a host computer to dis-
tribute self-contained quantum programs to dedi-
cated but remote QC hardware. These programs are
relatively small in size as measured by bits and corre-
spondingly generate a modest amount of information,
which is due to almost entirely the limited size and
coherence lifetimes of existing QC hardware. Addi-
tional metadata may expand the data collected. Exe-
cution of the distributed programs is often moderated
by a server task running on conventional computing
hardware, in which a queue supports multiprogram
and multiuser operations. We expect these runtime
models to become more sophisticated through tighter
integration of the conventional control system with
the QC hardware components.

The resulting latency of the server, which includes
queuing, context switching between job executions, and
the necessary circuit compilation process, may be on
the order of seconds and sometimes longer depending
on overall demand. However, this latency does not influ-
ence the quantum computation itself. Instead, the
requirement for the server to transmit and receive sev-
eral kilobytes of information over the course of several
seconds is easilymet by existing Ethernet technologies.

Ensemble-Circuit Applications
The final grouping of applications that we consider
represent programs that require averaging of results
over an ensemble of different circuit instance. Unlike sin-
gle-circuit applications, this grouping represents those
methods that require results collected from several dif-
ferent circuits in order to perform a joint evaluation.
These include methods for characterization, verification,
validation, and debugging of QPUs, which may be used
to certify computational performance in the process of
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meeting a known standard. For example, several recent
experimental demonstrations of quantum computa-
tional advantage have relied on ensemble circuit evalua-
tions for comparison with results from conventional
HPC simulations of those same circuits.

Ensemble-circuit applications lend themselves to
highly parallel execution as the circuit instances can
be issued independently. However, aggregation of the
results from all circuit instances is necessary for post-
processing to complete the calculation, e.g., as in
benchmark or characterization results. Managing
these parallel tasks with existing multithreading and
interprocess methods offer a convenient means of
implementing traditional fork-join programming mod-
els. These parallelized approaches offer opportunities
to manage the near-concurrent, high-latency sampling
of many different circuits.

The data requirements for ensemble-circuit appli-
cations may range from a linear scaling of the req-
uirements for single-circuit applications to more
complex scaling based on result-driven feedback. An
example of the latter is reflected in iterative charac-
terization methods, such as adaptive process tomog-
raphy, or hierarchical testing methods for complex

quantum programs. In addition, postprocessing of
these resulting datasets may require extensive comp-
utational resources.

MACROARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Wenow examine the possiblemacroarchitectures inte-
grating QCs with conventional computing systems
and, especially, HPC systems. In Figure 2(a), we present
the current example of hybrid computing in which a
remotely accessible QPU is dedicated to executing
standalone quantum programs. The local machine sys-
tem coordinates interactions with the QPU through a
public network but details of the conventional comput-
ing system are indistinct for the purposes of these
interactions. This macroarchitecture is representative
of current interactions with commercial QPUs, in which
the connection is mediated by wide-area networking
such as the Internet. This type of integration is due to
the ease with which the devices are physically con-
nected as well as the simplicity with which program-
ming and execution are implemented. While this
macroarchitecture can meet the high latency require-
ments of single-circuit and ensemble-circuit applica-
tions, it may not be optimal due to limitation on the
number of processes that can be executed. In addition,
Figure 2(a) offers poor support for in-sequence applica-
tions due to the high-latency connection.

A leading example of a more performant architec-
ture is shown in Figure 2(b), where a network of conven-
tional computing nodes individually interface with a
QPU. This design permits coordination of processing
and data across low-latency connections. This archi-
tecture also supports the paradigm of parallel process-
ing in which the decomposition of both single-circuit
and ensemble-circuit workloads into concurrent tasks
may accelerate time to solution. In addition, each task
may be allocated to a resource that supports accelera-
tion based on quantum computing capabilities.

The coordination of these multiple QPU resources is
orchestrated through the communication of instruc-
tions and data across the system. Message passing pro-
tocols, such as message passing interface (MPI) and
parallel virtual machine (PVM), have been used previ-
ously to program distributed nodes and similar
approaches seem highly feasible for these quantum-
accelerated variants. However, defining interfaces for
the protocols including data types and operations will
be important for this approach. Anticipating future het-
erogeneous HPC nodes, these interfaces may not be
developed in isolation but must include a diversity of
computational accelerators including GPUs, FPGAs,
tensor processing units, and neuromorphic processors.1

FIGURE 2. Three macroarchitectures for integrating quantum

computing with conventional computing. (a) A local machine

remotely accesses a QPU through public cloud network.

(b) A network of quantum-accelerated nodes communicate

through a common interconnect. (c) A network of quantum-

accelerated nodes communicate through both conventional

and quantum networks.
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We mention a third macroarchitecture for hybrid
computing that extends the distributed design toward
a distributed quantum computing system. As shown
in Figure 2(c), this approach uses a quantum intercon-
nect as a significant advance in the computational
capability of these distributed QPUs as entangling
operations across computational workloads would be
possible. This design open up many new application
possibilities by permitting entangling operations
between nodes. However, such advances are
expected to introduce additional requirements for
synchronous quantum communication and we defer
that analysis to elsewhere.

Designing and forecasting the performance of
these hybrid HPC systems will require significant sys-
tem-level modeling and simulation efforts. In the
absence of widely available production-ready QPUs,
subsystem-level virtualization is needed to simulate
execution of quantum algorithms using classical

processors (embedding virtual QPUs into a classical
HPC system by making some of the nodes run QPU
simulators). We anticipate upcoming exascale HPC
platforms will prove critical for simulating system
models of hybrid HPC systems including the conven-
tional CPU as well as QPU operations. In addition, the
flexibility provided by hybrid virtualization will permit
dynamic reconfiguration of the HPC platform in which
the granularity, composition, and connectivity of the
classical and quantum computing units can be fine
tuned to a given quantum/classical workload. Impor-
tantly, the ultimate realization of these systems is
likely to evolve in stages and the necessary specialized
classical hardware components, e.g., FPGA control-
lers, may be gradually integrated as the systems prog-
ress toward full functionality.

MICROARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The node design presented above must account for the
conventional CPU and memory systems (for data proc-
essing and resource management) as well as the real-
time control electronics (typically state-of-the-art FPGA
circuits) and digital-to-analog/analog-to-digital convert-
ers that comprise the QPU. As shown in Figure 3, the
microarchitecture of this hardware stack may be viewed
as an encapsulated execution unit. The role of this sub-
system is implementation of QPU instructions and facili-
tating in-band signaling. Outputs from the execution unit
to the quantum register are control channels for modu-
lating independent carrier signals of each register ele-
ment via analog upsampling/downsampling stages
(mixers or modulators). The carrier frequencies depend
on the specific quantum computing platform used and
range frommicrowave (few gigahertz) for superconduct-
ing qubits to optical frequencies (hundreds of terahertz)
for trapped-ion qubits. Thus, the execution unit trans-
lates digital instructions into analog pulses and this
translation may be tuned with respect to the instruction
set architecture as well as the physical condition of the
quantum register.

For the macroarchitectures in Figure 2, quantum
execution units are internal to the QPU.7 Presently,
FPGAs have proven to be highly effective implementa-
tions of the execution units needed to implement
instructions on prototype QPUs. In addition to being
reconfigurable, FPGAs offer relatively low-latency
responses. Figure 3 shows a quantum-enabled node
that contains multiple components next to the execu-
tion unit to manage and control the operation of the
QPU. Due to the large number of environmental
effects (e.g., electromagnetic fields, vibrations, tem-
perature, etc.) on the qubits and the complexity of

FIGURE 3. A component diagram representing the microarch-

itecture of a HPC-QC node with a common interconnect as

depicted in Figure 2(b). The diagram shows the major compo-

nents needed for the operation of a QPU within the HPC

node infrastructure. Individual components are grouped into

so-called out-of-band and in-band scopes and are placed on

the left-hand and right-hand side of the figure, respectively.

The QPU, which contains the qubits and is capable of proc-

essing quantum information, is depicted at the lower part,

whereas classical information processing components are

shown in the upper part of the figure. Several hardware (HW)

devices control the QPU environment, which has a direct

effect on qubit properties and thus the quality of execution

of instructions.
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controlling the environment to a suitable precision for
reliable operation, a management server and several
additional hardware (HW) devices are needed within
the QC node. These components can be ascribed to
the out-of-band management, which is well known
from system management of classical computing
systems.

Currently, FPGAs are the most common hard-
ware used to interface between the HPC and QC
node. They sit physically close to the qubits provid-
ing commands locally. The device controls the ana-
log systems that directly control the qubits. The
most important feature of FPGAs, as mentioned
above, is their programmability. However, access to
these devices is unavailable currently to algorithm
developers. One way to increase access and
improve performance would be to allow computa-
tional access directly on the FPGA level. Operations
such as parameter updates and logical while-loops
could be programmed into the system at the FPGA
or similar device level and as a result, improve the
latency bottleneck caused by the delays in the
movement of data between the entire stack of the
HPC and QC system.9

Modulated carrier signals resemble the most fun-
damental qubit operations, which are commonly
defined as pulses in the software stack. Pulses are the
building blocks for quantum logic gates, which by
themselves are building blocks for quantum circuits.
Quantum gates (operations) can be classified in sin-
gle-qubit and multi-qubit gates as well as the mea-
surement operation. A measurement on a qubit
retrieves one bit of classical information in a digital
form. Typical single-qubit gate durations range from
several nanoseconds for superconducting qubits to
microseconds for trapped-ion qubits, respectively,
whereas multiqubit gates and measurements are
orders of magnitude longer due to their complexity in
both technologies.

A measurement-based feedback control of qubits
during the execution of a quantum circuit is enabled
by conditional gates, for which their condition
depends on a logic input derived from the result of a
measurement (same or different qubit) and/or addi-
tional classical bits as inputs. This quantum feedback
sets the requirement on the latencies of digital com-
munication channels throughout the real-time control
electronics stack and might be difficult to achieve,
e.g., in case of systems with a large number of super-
conducting qubits.

For quantum circuits without conditional gates,
the latency requirement is relaxed (high-latency)
because a single circuit is executed as an immutable

sequence of circuits. Due to its wide availability and
simplicity, currently communication channels bet-
ween the compute node and the real-time electronics
are accomplished via an Ethernet link. Low latency
communication channels might be realized by differ-
ent cable-based standards, e.g., InfiniBand, which are
common in networking communications of HPC envi-
ronments. This allows remote direct memory access
into the memory of the FPGA, which significantly
reduces the communication latency overhead for exe-
cuting quantum circuits. Furthermore, these channels
still allow to share resources by creating networks of
HPC nodes and QC hardware systems. Even further
integration of the QC hardware into HPC infrastruc-
ture by placing the real-time control electronics on
the same device might enable the usage of wire-based
near-range communication protocols, e.g., PCI Express
or NVLink, in case even lower latencies and high data
rates are required.

PROGRAMMINGMODELS
The software stack for enabling QC integration with
HPC will require extensibility and modularity.10 Exist-
ing variability in quantum technologies (supercon-
ducting, trapped-ion, etc.) from competing hardware
vendors (Google, IBM, Rigetti, Honeywell, etc.) requires
customization at all levels of abstraction. Here we dis-
till those demands into a number of service interfaces
for programming, compilation, execution, and control
of QPUs. Service interfaces provide a means for
deploying complex software systems that grow organ-
ically as new hardware, programming, control, and
compilation techniques are developed by the commu-
nity. Ultimately, we advocate for a hardware-agnostic
approach that decomposes software into extensible
interfaces for host-to-control integration, compiler,
language, and algorithmic libraries,11 as illustrated in
Figure 4.

Language-level constructs for QPUs are enabled
by pulse-level instruction that execute a robust quan-
tum intermediate representation (QIR) by translating
domain specific or stand-alone languages into hard-
ware actions. For N languages and M backends, the
QIR enables N þM implementations and avoids writ-
ing a parser-to-device implementation for all available
languages and backends. Custom digital or analog
instructions may then be mapped directly through the
IR to a control system instantiation. The QIR uniquely
represents these quantum expressions at a level that
is higher than the native QPU instructions and can
present itself in a number of forms: 1) an in-memory
object model defined as an n-ary tree that is uniquely
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situated for analysis and transformation; 2) a graph
that demonstrates quantum instruction control-flow;
3) a human-readable assembly string; or 4) a persisted
bitcode or binary file.

TheQIR provides an extension point for host-to-con-
trol interaction. Each QPU vendor provides a unique
control system for the execution of quantum instruc-
tions. The interaction may be managed through a ser-
vice interface that exposes the quantum instruction API
for specific QPUs and maps QIR expressions to native
instruction sets. These interfacesmay be further config-
ured for application uses cases, hardware support, and
quantum compilation that address quantum resource
optimization, placement and routing, and error mitiga-
tion and QEC. The transformations take as input an
instance of theQIR and output amodified instance.

High-level programmability of the CPU-QPU hybrid
system needs performant language approaches that
permit creation of new quantum algorithmic primi-
tives.12 Software protocols for quantum acceleration
in HPC environments will also need to be compatible
with existing HPC applications, tools, compilers, and
parallel runtimes. This implies the need for hybrid soft-
ware approaches to provide system-level languages,
like C++, with appropriate bindings to higher level
application languages like Python or Julia. Providing
an infrastructure based on C++ will provide the perfor-
mance necessary to integrate future QPUs and enable
in-sequence instruction execution for utilities and
methods that require fast-feedback. A C++-like lan-
guage is multiparadigm (object-oriented, functional,
etc.) and enables integration with existing HPC
workflows. Of course, these language extensions will
benefit from a service-oriented approach, whereby
agnostic compiler technologies, like Clang, parse the

quantum expressions from domain specific languages.
Algorithmic interfaces that support this uniform pro-
gramming model for hybrid execution can encapsulate
both common programming concerns and remove the
need for programmers to rewrite code from scratch
for every compilation target.

Leveraging existing classical HPC programming
models should enable the programmability of the dis-
tributedmacroarchitectures described above while pro-
viding flexibility to accommodate the diversity of CPU-
QPU interfaces. For distributed systems, a hierarchical
programming model across system, node, and device
interfaces can leverage conventional approaches in tan-
dem with the quantum programming model described
here. For example, in a distributed memory system with
multiple nodes each having a dedicated QPU, the well-
known MPI+X model may distribute work across nodes
via the MPI. Extensions to the runtime infrastructure
can map programs onto remote or integrated execution
models. Single-circuit and ensemble-circuit applications
represented in the QIR can be submitted for execution
in a remotely hosted QPUparadigm, while the execution
of individual quantum instructions may be designed to
support the fast-feedback, in-sequence applications.

OUTLOOK AND CHALLENGES
Our prospective on the synergy between applications,
architectures, and infrastructure for HPC and QC
has highlighted several near-term opportunities for
hardware and software integration. In identifying
requirements on communication latency derived from
different application contexts, we have articulated
some of the technologies needed to advance current
QCs toward integration with HPC nodes. We have

FIGURE 4. Decomposition of the software architecture required for quantum-HPC integration into a series of workflow steps,

each exposing a unique set of service interfaces. This architecture maximizes the flexibility, modularity, and extensibility of the

suggested integration strategy. Here we show the workflow decomposed into programming, compilation, IR lowering, and execu-

tion components. Each component exposes a series of service interfaces intended for the implementation of concrete use cases.
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discussed the different possible macroarchitectures
for those hybrid HPC systems and we have detailed
the microarchitecture and principal execution units of
the quantum-accelerated nodes. The programming
models and software interfaces were outlined to man-
age the diverse and growing capabilities of QCs while
also leveraging existing HPC workflows.

A notable conclusion from our analysis is that the
existing requirements for integration of QCs with HPC
systems are well within reach of current technologies.
While many technical challenges remain to complete
such integration, the overall feasibility of the proposal
has proven sound. Among these challenges are the
need to engineer cryogenic controls for low-latency
communication for in-sequence processing, the need to
decompose device controls into low- and high-latency
decisions, the need to standard interfaces for communi-
cation and controls, and the necessity to provide service
interfaces that promote commonmethods for program-
ming and resourcemanagement.

Alongside these system-level concerns are the on-
going needs to improve device characteristics, includ-
ing register size, gate fidelities, coherence times, and
others, as well as the overall scaling of these resour-
ces to limit that support quantum computational
advantage. The selection of target applications and
application data will prove powerful in identifying the
system resources needed to realize such goals and
provide even better expectations for near-term dem-
onstration of quantum computing.

Finally, we note that our perspective has inten-
tionally excluded the concern of fault-tolerant opera-
tion. Although in-sequence processing applications and
QEC specifically are necessary precursors to such capa-
bilities, we have neglected the concurrent management
and control of both logical and physical resources dur-
ing computation that will be required by these more
advanced systems.We anticipate that the future regime
of fault-tolerant quantum computing will raise many
additional challenges beyond those considered here.

The rapidly developing field of quantum computing
harbors many exciting advances for computation and
application science. By leveraging modern HPC sys-
tems, these promises are more likely to be realized
sooner and with greater effort. Now is an exciting
time for quantum computing and computing more
generally.
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